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ABSTRACT

Basic information about nuclear weapons is presented
so that their effects can be meaningfully related to the defensive
countermeasures which will be most effective against them, Major
topics include;

(1) Explosive power of nuclear weapons,. (2) 'Major

effects of nuclear explosions, (3) Two basic types of nuclear
.explosions, (4) Contrast between air and surface bursts, (5)
Explosive power and destructiveness of different sizes of nuclear
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radiation, (11) Fallout Shelters, CM The National Shelter Program,
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Building your own fallout shelter, and (16). Stocking a shelter. Panel
discussions and a test are included. (CK)
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INTRODUCTION TO

PART l

EFFECTS OP NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Part I Fur

To present basic information about nuclear weapons
so that their effects can be meaningfully related
to the defensive countermeasures which will be most
effective against them.

For primitive man, fear and flight were appropriate reactions to natural
threats. His only hope of survival in the face of fire, for example,
was to flee. For modern man, however, fear and flight, accompanied as
they usually are by a lack of knowledge, are totally inadequate responses. Modern man cannot run far enough fast enough to escape the
man-made, "rational" threats with which he is faced.
Nuclear armaments are such a threat. We cannot deny their existence ;
we cannot talk them away; and there i3 no remote spot on this earth
where we can go to avoid the influence of their presence in the world.
Are we trapped then? What can we do? We return to that all important
word--kno%ledge. Knowledge gave us the fire department, with all of i
specialized skills and equipment, which we use to fight the fires from
which primitive man fled and knowledge can give us the answer to the
nuclear threat.

Unit 1 gave you some basic general information abort the nuclear threat
and its relation to defense planning. It set the stage 'or what is to
follow here. Unit 1 should have led you to the conclusion that civil
defense planning is a necessary part of our overall military planning.
You are probably already asking yourself the question which is .bhe next
logical step:
"Okay, we ought to do domething about civil defense, but
what? What kind of civil defense posture should we have? The answer
is based on specific information and data about nuclear weapons. Knowing
what nuclear weapons can do must come before effective countermeasures
to protect us from them can be designed and implemented. You will learn
what they can do in Unit 2, Part 1.

NOTE1

Rest Breaks - After Frame 33 and
at the end of Part 1, Frame 63.

EXPLOSIVE POWER (W NUCLEAR WEAPONS
1.

Basing your answer upon
Read Panel 1 at the back of this book.
the comparisons made in this panel, describe below the relative
explosive power of conventional and nuclear weapons.

*

Fallout is composed of earth and debris sucked up into the nuclear
Consequently, the amount of fallout depends upon how close
cloud.
the fireball is to the ground. In fact, if the fireball does not
How severe (less severe
touch the ground there may be no fallout.
more severe) do you think the fallout would be for the following
types-of explosions?
Severi tv of Fallout

Air
Ground

Check each description which you think is a major characteristic of
fallout radiation (there may be more than one correct answer
The gamma radiation of fallout does not penetrate most
materials.
Any amount of radiation is always fatal.
It can damage living cells.
The gamma radiation of fallout is seldom fatal.

The gamma radiation of fallout is very penetrating.
The radiation level remains constant over time.
The radiation level decreases with time.

The gamma radiation of fallout may make exposed objects
radioactive.
The gamma radiation of fallout cannot make other objects
radioactive.

la.

*While many -

-veers are possible, the point to be made

nuclear weapons have far greater d structive power than do
conventional weapons.

00n

43a.

ri

Fallout

Air

Less severe

Ground

More severe

The following are considered

haraoterisies of fallout

radiation.

X

It cap. damage living cells.

X

The gamma radiation of fallout is very penetrating.
The radiation level decreases with time.

X

The gamma radiation of fallout cannot make other
objects radioactive.

From the se cone_ example in Panel l, you can see that
20 kiloton (KT) bomb is the equivalent in elosive power of

20 thousand tons of

The explosive poi er of all

nuclear weapons is measured in equivalent tons of

Little or no debris

picked up by an air burst, but considerable

dirt and debris are picked up by a ground burst.

out will be heavier with a (g

44.

nd/air )

Gamma radiation, like X-rays, can
solid materials.

Therefore, fall
burst.

steel and other

2a

TNT

TNT

2 a.

ground

44a.

penetrate

Almost 2,000,000 tons of explosives were dropped en ,:ormany during
World War It.
A single 2-megaton bomb has about the same explosive
power as al
of these bombs.
Its power is equivalent to t_he explosive power of (#)
tons ol

A samPle pattern of fallout
from a nuclear Oxplosion is
shown at the right.
You can
see that the heaviest fallout
settles '(where in relation to
the center of the explosion?

P4.

.

and that fallout Lravels in
)
(upwind
rut)
direction.
The
fallout is lighter as the
distance from the center of
the explosion

Although Gamma mcli ation goes
through objects (such as the
can of fruit shown on the
right), such radiation does
not cause exposed objects to
become radioacive. The can
in the first picture here is
covered with radioactive
particles (fallout) and,
therefore, (in/is not)
contaminated.
However, after thoroughly
washing the cnn the fruit inside
eat because *

Direction of Wind
(Upwind)

(Downwind)

0
a
441

.--

S--,---=''-

-'

SO
.-

a
.

i

hA

--.4.
fl

-

safe to

3a.

2,000,000 (2 million

TNT (c-i.plosives)

24a.

*near Me center of the explosion (ground zer
downwind
increases

is
is

*fallout radiation ekes not enlige objects to become radioactive.

3a

weapon.

The power of a megaton

1

explo-ive power which is

quivale t

to that

tons of TNT
_in terms

1: meas ured in t.erin s of

hundreds t

--A kiloton bomb is

losive power which ls equivalent to that of
tons cf

ptionsof.fallout effects are matched below with the dif 'erent
-kinds of nuclear explosions.

If-the descrtptions---re matched

correctly, copy them on the lines below.
write the

If they'are incorrect,

description on each line.
Air burst --. MOderate.to heavy fallout

Ground

16.

st

-- little or no fallout

Ff radioactive particle

fallout

ne

on a ran of food,

1

J

con Laminaked.

'I'lie

rood insid the can

but has been cxpejetl to radiation.

I

millions
Lhous m s

TNT

25a.

.2. You should have Something like the following:.
)

Air burst

tic

f flout

Ground burst -- moderate Lo heavy fallout

cone An ted

The explosive power of nt clear weapc

1`ill ire

the following table incticaL1nt

easu

in

the position c _- LI]

Circball

relative to the ground and the comparative severity of each type -P
effect:

Type of
Burst

Altitude of
-Fireball in
Relation to
u-d

Blast
Effects

-lhoch

Effects

Direct heat: and

Tnitial Nuclear
iation Rffecis

-Early
Vallout
Effects

Air-

und

maLeri .ls tha, the. radioactive pa Licleo

11-7

are

These mat vials -(a
1!i9.t

r

iation, but

rallout
nut,)

not.- radioactive-.

se,tle

equivale nt- tons of TNT C

have an equivalent c xpl- ive

T.

e of
_irst

Altitude of

Blas t.

.'ireball in

Effects

the number of tons of TNT which

power)

hock

Ef

Relation to
Ground
-Air

Fireball
does not
touch
ground
Fireball
touches
ground

cd

More
Severe

Ls
-.Severe

Direat ,_d
initial Nuclear
Radiation Effects

Less
Severe

More
severe

More
Severe

Less
Severe

_..

'ly

Fallout

Effects
Little
Or no
Fallout

oderate
iLo Heavy

Pullout

The major effects of nuclear e :_losiot
are shown in Panel 2.
From this panel, you can see that the_five-major effects are

1.

Look at Panel 1t.

This, shows some of the effects of a 5 MT
atol_
blast at different distances from its center,-_ Recall that a. 5 MT
blast has explosive power eqUivalent to that of (#)
tons of TNT.
Check which of the- folloWing could be deter mined
from this panel.
(More than one.)

The approximate p

;age of people killed.

The types of buildings which will be destroyed

c

damaged..

The number of building.,

oyed.

The maximum distance at which fires might be start
by the heat radiation
The apprfoxima.te der rree of

48.

thuttage

If a sealed bug of apples was covered with radioactive particles
(fallout), we would know that (place an "X" in the colum
designating-the proper description(s):
Radioactive

The particles are:
'Tae bag -is:

The apples arc

Contaminat

1

F,_

ed

Heat

)

)

Initial nuclear

a dia;ion )

Blast

Any order

Shock

Fallout

27a.

5 million (5,000,000)
You should have marked the following:
X

1.

The approximate percentage of people killed.

X

2.

The types of buildings which will be destroyed or
damaged.

X

The maximum dist,anee at which fires might be sl acted
by the heat radiation.

The dpproximate degree of damage.

48a.

Radioae ive

The particles are
The bag is:

The apples are

Contaminated

Os

Look again at Panel 2.

Tremendous

mounts of heat and initial

nuclear radiation are released by a nuclear

losion.

Charring

and fires occur at great distances because of the intense
The initial nuclear radiation does no damage to most inanimate
ts

28.

but is very dangerous to

Use Panel 4.

The B

destrtetion

ent

-Id casualties, as has

been noted, depends upon the distance from
The greater the distance, the *
the destruction and casualties.

49

When atomic bombs were tested on the Nevada flats, they produced
a great deal of radioactive material at the teat area..

However,

this area could be used again because radiation delreases with
time.

Areas contaminated with fallout axe also safe after a while

because all types of fallout

diation

7a.

heat

life (people,

:28a;-

*ground zero

center of the:eNplosion

*lighter

49a.

*decrease with time

7a

Continue with Panel 2.

The shock effect is a concussion that is

transmitted through the

The blast is a concussion

that is transmitted through the

The effects in Panel 4 haVe been calculated for a(n)
-explosion._

air gro

From the note at the bottom of the panel,-

that the radius of damage and the ignition radius are

you carp

increased if

50.

All radiation damage

cells in the body to some extents

The cells

on the left, below, were hit with a small amount of radiation; few

were d

ag d.

large amount

The cells at the right, belo , were subjected to a

radiation; many died.

Thus, if

person was not

protected from heavy fallout radiation, he would probably die
because the radiation would *

8a.

ground
air

29a.

ground
*the burst is ele- a

of blast damage

50a.

to an altitude maximizing the reach

.

*extensively damage the cells in his body.

In Panel 2 you can see that there are two sources cf radiation.

The

.radiation which first emanates fro- the fireball is called
Radiation also comes from the products
of the explosion that drift to the ground _after a period of time..

This radioactive material is called

30.

Compare Panels 4 and 5.

You can see that the radii of death and

destruction are greater for the (#)
for the (.)

51.

MT weapon th

MT weapon.

Place a- che kmark in front of each -major characteristic of fallout
radiation.
1.

It does not penetrate most materials

radiation

It does 'damage.to biological cells.

It decreases with time.
4.

It is always fatal.

5.

-It is seldom fatal.-

6.

It frequently makes exposed objects radioacti e.

7.

It is very penetrating (- gamma xadiation).

8.

It can contaminate the surface of exposed objects,
but it cannot make exposed objects radioactive.

9a.

initial nuclear radiation=
fallout

(As noted in Unit 1, the word "fallout" when used in this
course always means radioactive fallout.

a.

51a.

You should have marked the following:
2.

It does damage to biological cells

-

3

It decreases with time.

7.

It is very penetrating (gamma radiation

8.

It can contaminate the surface of exposed objects

but it cannot make exposed obj Bets radioactive.

9a

10.

On Panel. 3 you can see

explo

31.

,

the two basic types of nuclear

ns are

Look at Panels 4 and 5.

Although a 25 MT weapon is five times

powerful as a 5 MT wehpon'(i.e.,.larger by a factor of '), the
increase in the corresponding radii of damage is a factor of abi_
(check one):

28

7

If we compute the square miles

Now look at the areas of damage.

contained in each of these areas (done by using an algebraic

formula which allows us to figure the area of a circle when the
radius of the circle is know] )

we find that they increase (approxi-

mately) from 28 to 79 square miles for the total destruction ring,..
from 79 to 200 for the severe damage, and from 200 to 6l
moderate damage.

52.

These .are increased by a factor

for

f about (ir)

As you might expect, there is a direct relationship between the
amount of radiation received (the dose), measured in Roentgens
and the extent of illness.
sera ius illness.

Exposures

up to about 75 R do not cause

But exposures of 600 R and over result in

to nearly every-One so exposed.
10

(R),

10a.

air
)

Either order

ground or surface)

31a.

52a.

1.7

X_

death

10a

11.

In Panel 13 you can clearly see that in a ground or surface bur :t

, but in an air burst the

the fireball touches the
fireball *

Which of the following best describes the relationship between the
lesive power and the damage capability of different sizes of
nuclear weapons (5 MT, 25 MT, etc.
1.

The area and radius of dama

increases by the same

magnitude as the increase in power.

An increase in power results in a decrease in the
area of destruction.

If the power is increased, the radius and area of
destruction will increase, but the magnitude of this
increase will be
4.

I-teller.

Although the per may be increased, the area of
damage changes little.

53.

Some of the effects which may result from radiation are nausea,
severe illness,

d death.

Because people have different re-

sistances to radiation injury, some will resist illness better

than others, but an increase in the total amount of radiation
received, the dose, will always produce a(

)

percentage of people affected in a given way.

in the

lla.

ground
high enough above the ground that debris is no

"sucked"

up into it.

32a.

If the power is increased, the radius and area of

destruction will increase, but the magnitude of this
increase will be smaller.

53a.

increase

ila

12.

Nuclear explosions may range frcr those cecuirring deep underground

to those that occur at a hih mJtitude.

However, the kinds that

_Tulatior- are 1.i es° t ab

are most dangerous

c at or near

the

yot

From tleore going dis

can

that claims of "super

bombs". with "five times the power of existing weapons"
are clearly not true.

are rem en enough to abandon the civil defense concep
are

i

Lay scare propagand

because the destruction

they cause does not increase in direct proportion to
their power.
are `Jr

that an area five tunes

,

large will be

destroyed.

54.

The dose of radi .tion received depends upon the intensity of the

radiation and the time

posed.

F,Dr example, if someone were

osed for ive hours to a 100 R hour source of radiation, he
receive

l

of 500 R of radiation.

12

12a

rfro
cy-

33a.

_

3.

are partly scare p ops4=a da because the destruction

they cause does not increase in direct proportion to
eir- power.

THIS IS A

54a,

00i PLACE TO TAE A BREAK.

dose

12a

13.

the results of

Panel 3 illus

explosions.

o

ef'f`ects

from the two types of nuclear

different dist

upon buildi

blast=., and

Fro_ the condition of the buildings, you can gee that

close to the explosion the effects of the two types are (much the
same

/different)
CHARACTERISTICS OF A NU'LEA R EXPLOSION

94.

You have learned something about what nuclear weapons can do.

At

this point, it would be useful for you to know the basic cha acteristics of a nuclear explosion.
them.

You have already learned some of

list below the effects of a nuclear explosion that you have

learned.

55.

A.

Match the effect that you think would result from short-term
exposure with the dose.

Brief (4-Day) Radiation
Dose in Roentgens
1.

Effect on Humans

75-100

a.

Death to almost everyone.

200

b.

Brief nausea to some.

)450

c.

Largest dose that does not cause
severe illness to Most people.

600
Death to about 50%.

A dose between 200 R and 300 R over a few days would. probably
(kill you/make you very ill but with a good cnarice of recovery)

13

much the 3 ,91110

'Va.

You should have listed:

*Heat and initial nuclear radiation,
air blast, ground shock,
and fallout.

55a.

A.

b

1.

J

3

a

make you very ill, but with a good
chance of recovery.

14,

Looking

at

Panel 3

are ribir,

o see that as the ditance fronl

ground zero increases, the mapnitude of the effects
air burst or a ground. burst

35.

increases decrea

Panel 6 provides a brief description of the general process of a
nuclear explosion.
based upon it.

56.

f either an

Read this panel nor.

The next few frames are

When you finish reading, go on to the next frame.

Fill in the table below.

Brief (4-Day) Radiation
Dose in Roentgens
1.

75-100

2.

200

Effect on Humans

45o

4.

600

A

---

14a,

decreases

Go on to tale next frame,

56a.

Brief (4-Day) Radiation
Dose in Roentgens

1.

75-100

2.

200

Effect

H an s

* brief nausea in feti
largest dose not causing severe
illness in most

450

* death to about 50%

600

* death to most

14a

15.

as one

Two thinw,s are directly related

increases,

the

er

also increases; two things are inversely related if
The magnitude of effect of a

other decreases.

increase:

related

nuclear ex-plosion is (directly /inversely)

ground zero.

to the

36.

the following are domin

From Panel 6 you can see

t features

of a nuclear explosion:
(1)

which produces i 11ense

The creation of a

and initial nuclear
The air
(3)

The inward and

and ground

which form

,-d blowing
cloud;

the

of the

The

of vaporized

on the dirt

and debris to form a. cloud

The settling of

REVIEW

57.

The explosive Power of a 20-kiloton nuclear bomb is equivalent to
that

#)

tons of

The explosive power of a 10-megaton bomb is equivalent

of (#)

tons of

15

that

15a.

inversely
distance

36a.

fireball
heat (thermal)

radiation
blast
shock

after winds

stem

mushroom
(4)

condensation

particles
radioactive particle
(5)

57a.

fallout

'20,000 (20 thousand) tons of TNT

10,000,000 (10 million) tons of TNT

i6.

Again studying Panel

3,

you can see that as the disc ice from ground

zero increases, the magnitude of the effects of the two types of
bursts decreases at (about the same rat /different rates)

37.

Below are five dominant featureS of a nuclear explosion.

one have characteristic effects (harmful result

All but

Match the

features with the corresponding najor effect (sri effect may be
used more than once)
Effect

Feature

Destruction and damage

heat and
Fireball:
initial nuclear
radiation

b.

Death

2.

Air blast

c.

Sickness

3.

Ground shock

d.

Destruction by fire

4.

Condensation of
vaporized particles

e.

No direct effects

5.

Radioactive fallout

1.

ainst which feature do you think protection is most possible and
feasible?

You may use panels

d 3 for the following:
in

In -_ ground burst, the fireball *

comparison with the effects of an air

burst,

the blast effects for
; the shock effects are

a ground burst are *

the heat and initial nuclear radiation
and fallout is

acts are x
i6

15a.

different rates

b
_

e
5.

fallout

5 a.

*touches the ground
less severe
ore severe

*less severe

*moderate to Sea

more severe

16a

17.

Use P

As the distance increases from ground zero, the blast and heat
effects of a ground burst decrease
than for an air burst.

faster slower)

This might be e_ -lained by (more than ore):

1.

The curvature of the earth.

2.

The difference in distance from the fireball.

3.

The weather conditions.

The interference of buildings and hills.

38.

List below the dominant features of a nuclear explosion and any

corresponding major effects (harmful results)

Place an "X" in

front of the effect against which protection is possible and
feasible.

You may use Panel 6 if you wish.

Major Effects

Dominant Feature

1.
2.
3.

5.

59.

of a
A comparison of Panels 4 and 5 shows that, although the power

nuclear blast may be increased by a given magnitude, the radii and
areas of death and destruction are increased *

17

'

e-

The curvature of the earth.
3.

The weather conditions

The'int -f-rence of buildings and hills.

38a.

(The items below may be in any order.)
t

X

X

59a.

t

V

=

_

_

1.

Heat and initial nuclear
radiation

Destruction by fire, death

2.

Air blast

Destruction, damage and death

Ground shock

tr
Destruction,
damage and death

4.

Condensation of
vaporized particles

No direct effects

5.

Radioactive fallout

Sickness and death

*by a smaller

17a

18.

Topographical features

ills

valleys, buildings, etc.) would give

you more protection from the (air/ground

burst.

THE NATURE OF FALLOUT AND ITS RADIATION
Using Panel. 6, select and copy the item below which is the best

description of fallout from a low air burst.
(1)

Heavy rocks that have been

(2)

Water drops that contain dissolved radioactive

ade radioactive.

materials.

all, solid particles that contain radioac ive
r sidues from the fireball.

The following statements fleal with the dominant feature

nuclear explosion and their harmful effects.
caused by the nuclear fireball

with its intense

initial

The coneuasions

The major. -ffects'

are

that is, the air

cause extensive destruction.

i8

and ground

aid

39a.

YoU_should have.lemitten:
3)

Small, solid particles that con aiivradioactive
sidues from the fireball.

60a.

heat

nuclear radiation
* fire and death
blast
shock

1.

Since you would more likely be in a direct line of sight to the air

burst, You would expect the blaSt effect to be (more/le
severe with the air burst.

40.- Although fallout particles vary some in size, they-are generally
small and solid.

The particles of dirt or debris are Coated or

fused with radioactive residues from the fireball.

Radioactive

fallout, then, is composed of *

61.

Fallout i

omposed-o

Check each of the following which ar

characteristics of

radiation, from radioactive fallout.

It is stopped easily by the
.

ir.

It decreases with time.

It causes exposed objects to become radioactive.
It causes damage to biological cells.
The gamma radiation is very penetrating.
It is not dangerous to humans.

It can contaminate the surface of exposed objects,

but it cannot cause exposed objeot

radioactive.

to become

1

more

*5 aill solid particles that contain radioactive residues.

mall, solid particles that contain radioactive residues

r

the fireball.

You should have marked the following:

X

It decreases with time.

X

4.

It causes damage to biological cells.

X

5.

The gamma radiation is very pe etrating.

X

7

It can contaminate the surface .of exposed objects,

but it cannot cau a exposed objects to become
radioactive.

20.

Like the blast effect, heat is transmitted better through the air
than through the ground.

Therefore, both the

effects and initial nuclear radiation from the
fireball are more severe with a(n)

burst.

'allo-t consists of *

62.

The significance of a 200 R short term dose of radiation is that
it is *

A 4-day dose of 450 R will *
600 R will *

20

20a.

blast

Either order
heat
air

41a.

62a.

all, solid particles that

on tai

*the largest dose that does not cause
people.

*cause death to 50%
*cause death to almost everyone

2 a

radioactive residues.

severe illness to most

21.

Relate the overall effects of the different types of explosions
by filling in the table below. Use the terms- "less severe"- and
"more severe" to compare the effects of air and ground bursts.

Type

Blast
Effects

Shock
Effects

Direct Heat
Effects

Air

Ground

Read Panel 7. Radioactive fallout emits different kinds of radiation,
The most penetrating type is gamma radiall of which are dangerous.
ation..- Therefore, the greatest danger would come from
radiation because of its ability to

6

At this point you may be asking, "Those may be the effects of a
nuclear weapon, but so what?" To see how you might be affected,
write in the next blank the name of the facility or location closest
to your community which might be a possible target (such as a major
industry, military base large population center, etc.) x
What is the distance of your community from this target?
miles. Assume that.a 5. MT bomb was dropped on the target (ground
burst).
Now use Panel -?4 to estimate the extent. of the damage and
casualties in. your community which resulted from blast and heat.

Extent of damage *
Casualties

21

21a.

Blast
Effects

Shock
Effect-

Direct Heat
Effects

Ai_

More Severe

Less Severe

More Severe

Ground

Less Severe

More Severe

Less Severe

NOTE:

If you missed any of these, go back and review Panel 3
and Frames 13 through 20.

Return to the beginning of Unit 2 and

ontinue with Frame 22

42a.

penetrate
Return to the beginning of Unit 2 and continue with Frame 43

6

PROGRAMMER'S COMMENT:

*If you live near a likely target, you should have found that
extensive to moderate damage and casualties would result.

There

is the consideration also that you would not necessarily be safe
even if you lived far away from a potential target.

This was

pointed out in Unit 1 and will be shown in greater detail in
Part 2 of this twit
END OF UNIT 2, PART 1.
TAKE A SHORT BREAK AND CONTINUE WITH
UNIT 2, PART 2, WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 23.

22

INTRODUCTION TO UNIT 2 - PART 2:
SHELTER
Part 2 Purpose:,

To present (1) the need for and the basic concepts of
shelter, (2) the National Shelter Program and its importande, and (3) the sources of information for home
shelter construction and stocking.

Although peacetime usefulness of civil defense is stressed more and more
the objective of preparedness to meet the effects of nuclear attack has
not diminished in importance. Knowledge about the nuclear threat and the
effects of nuclear weapons has made it possible for our government to
develop programs and plans for emergency operations in case of an attack.
If one would assume that an attack.was highly probable or certain, the
importance of such programs would easily be seen. However, their role as
a deterrent to an attack is less obvious. You have already learned how
closely civil defense is tied in with other defense measures.
Like those
other systems of defense, civil defense programs, too, will be most successful if they never have to be used. This paradox of modern war is sometimes
difficult for us to understand; yet we need not only 1o understand it but
also to help others to grasp its full significance.
For it is true that
the better we plan for defense against nuclear weapons the less likely it
is that our plan will ever need to be implemented.
This part of Unit 2 provides an answer to the question raised by Part 1,
i.e., "What can be done to protect oneself against the effects of nuclear
weapons?" Three factors which reduce the danger from radiation--time,
distance, and shieldingare discussed. Emphasis is given to shelter as
protection by shielding, including information on materials and their
effectiveness. Com'_deration of the relative strengths of different materials which can be used for fallout shelters leads to the conclusion
that good fallout protection in some instances can also mean good shelter
from other dangers, such as blast effects, windstorms, and tornadoes.
The advantages of designing new buildings in such a way that fallout protection is provided at low additional cost is pointed out. It is hoped
that all participants in this course, once they have learned these advantages, will then use their influence to assure that construction of
public buildings in their areas follow such design practices.
The National Shelter Program is discussed in overview, as well as the
expected results of that program in terms of total lives saved in the
event of an all-out nuclear attack. Finally, various types of home
shelters are described, and also information sources on construction
and stocking of shelters are given.

NOTE:

Break - After Frame 30.

FALLOUT

1.

In our earlier discussion of fallout, we noted that falls t consists of *
d that fallout radiation can ho very
dangerous to *

COSIMETER

(Total Amount

Look at the sketch on the
right.
Two special kinds
of instruments are used
for measuring
The dosimeter is used to
the total
of radiation;
the survey meter (or ratemeter
is used to measure the
of radiation per.
unit. time.
SURVEY METER

(Rate of radiation

37.

From Panel 11, you can see that progress in locating, licensing,
and marking fallout shelters is
(Select
your-answer from the items below.
(1)

Going backwards.

(2)

Standing still.

(3)

Going forwards

la.

*small solid part icles that contain radio ct ive residues from

the fireball

*human life

19a.

radiation

measure
dose
rate

Going

orward.

.

20.

Look at Panels 8 and 9. These panels illustrate fallout conditions based on two different .(but actual)_ weather patterns, a
Spring day and a fall day. Although the patterns are entirely
different, the major element that, they have in common is that
fallout of various intensities will cover about 75 percent of the
country. Although for any given-day, the fallout would probably
cover only (4)
% of the Country, the RaFticular areas covered are not defined beforehand; therefore, fallout actually
threatens (1 /25%/50/0/75/0/100%) (4)
of the country.

Use the choices below to .specify the kind of instrument and its
function next to the proper sketch below.
Choices:

Dosimeter -- Survey Meter -- Measure total dose -Measure dose rate
Instrument

Instrument
Functi on

TYPES OF SHELTERS

Many communities have a Community Shelter Plan CSP) which is a
part of the Nationwide Fallout Shelter System. Your community may
or may not have one, but if it does, the CSP will identify all
buildings which have a public fallout shelter. It also will have
assigned the residents of the community to particular shelters. If
you are in doubt as to whether yollr community has such a plan, contact your Jivil Defense Coordinator or your highest elected official
for details. If your community is a part
of the Nationwide Fallout Shelter System or has
its own CSP, certain buildings will be
identified with this sign:

This sign is an indicator that the building
is a public

2a.-

75%

i00%

20a

Dosimeter

Survey Meter

Measure total dose

Measure dose rate

-fallout shelter

26a

After studying Panels 8 and 9, do you think it would be likely that
you would have to stay in a shelter in the area where you live after
each of the assumed attacks?
Yes

No

The probability of fallout threatening your area is (#)

21.

The two kinds of instruments used for measuring radiation and their
functions are:

instrument

39.

If you were in a strange

Function

Amity or in your own community and you

saw this sign on a building, you would know that this building was:

a

fallout shelter.

FALLOUPSHELTp

you were in

unfamiliar community and you saw no signs. on any

of the buildings, to locate the nearest community fallout shelter
you should contact the

Coordinator for the

community, or the office of the..highest elected official.

3a.

Your answer would almost have to be

Yes

X

It is clear from the panels that in most areas resider is would

have at least some days of shelter occupancy after an attack,

while in other areas they should have quite a few days of shelter
'occupancy.,

100%

21a.

(Recall that fallout

Instrument

hreatEms the entire country.)

Function

Dosimeter

Measures total dose

Survey Meter

Measures dose rate

community (or public
Civil Defense

In the event of a full-scale nuclear attack, fallout of various
intensities mill:
(1)

probably cover about (i)

(2)

threaten (#)

% of the country;

% of the country.

FALLaM SHELTERS
22.

4o.

There is no way to ensure that the
spent near a
radioactive source will be negligible or that you can stay a
safe
from the source; however, advance efforts can
be made to provide some form of

An important part of your local Community Shelter.Plan Maybe
assistance to the contractor during the construction phase of
public buildings. It is possible to construct a building so
that it will serve as a very effective shelter once completed.
The costs are minimal over normal construction costs and there
are additional benefits to be gained from this type of "slanted"
construction (blanted" toward being a good shelter). For example,
schools which are built "slanted" toward being good shelters
normally will have fewer external openings, less glass area, and
more solid construction. Check the following factors which this

type of construction would help ela
(1)

2)

Glass break
Noise pollution.

)

Vandalism.

)

Frequent repair costs.

e.

4a.
i00%

22a.

time

distance

shielding

4

All of these

roblems would be reduced by following a

.In the event of a nuclear explosion, many factors can be involved

in determining the extent and location of the fallout area and the
level of radiation for a given location.
following do you think would be a factor?

Which, if any, of the
Check them.

(1)

Size, shape, and density of the fallout particles.

(2)

Snow and rain.

(3)

Altitude of the burst.

(4)

Atmospheric conditions and winds.

(5)

Power and design of the bomb.

(6)

Nature of the ground surface at the point of burst.

Fallout shelters basically protect you from radiation -by putting

heavy walls between you and the fallout particles, thus utilizing
the prin-iple of

41.

In addition,- a building which has been slanted toward being a good

fallout shelter has other Advantages.

How well-would such a hUild7

ing: function as-a shelter in the event of severe windstorm or
tornado;- as opposed to a building which was not

lanted?

5a.

23a.

41a.

All of the items listed are important factors.

shielding

It would f

ctio

better as a shelter against suers

windstorm or tornado.

Recall that an air burst generally creates (more /less)
fallout than a surface burst; the amount of fallout thus depends
in part upon the *
of the burst.

24.

The most important consideration when constructing a fallout shelter
is the density of the material which you are placing between yourself and the radioactive fallout. As a general rule, the more
dense the material, the better.
The density of two different materials can be compared by weighing a block of each of the materials,
both blocks being of the same physical dimensions.
The block which
weighs the most has the most density. Based on what you knOw about
the comparative weights of different materials, number the blocks
below in order of their density.
(Number 1 would be the most dense; number 4 the least dense.

Concrete

42.

Styrafoam

Lead

Wood

An on-going program of architect training and technical assistance
for incorporating fallout radiation protection in buildings is conducted by the Office of Civil Defense (OCD). Communities may obtain
assistance in the area of slanting techniques through the Professional
Advisory. Service Centers of OCD.
Therefore, help is available, and
if you are, or can be in any way, influential in the design or construction of any public building (schools, auditoriums, etc.), it
(would/would not)
be to the advantage of the community
for you to suggest that the building be slanted for use as a community fallout shelter.

less

*altitude

Concrete

2 1..

4 a.

would

Sty afoam

Lead

3

Wood

Fallout particles can be carried long distances by a strong
or they can be carried to the ground by precipitation such as *

Note that one of the

major reasons for the different fallout patterns in Panels 8 and
9 is the difference in

25.

drection.

The best shielding material fo_ a fallout shelter will be the one

which is made of the (least dense most dense
material.

43

To this point under our consideration of the types of fallout shelters,

we have focussed on the coon

ity shelter.

From our earlier mention

of the Home Fallout Protection Surveys, you already know there is yet

another type of shelter which you might use in the event of a nuclear
attack or a natural disaster.

That is the shelter which i

designed

to be used by only one family at a tine, and it is called a family
shelter.

Identify each of the shelters pictured below by writing

the correct type below each picture.

7a,

wind
*rain, snow

wind

st dense

25

43a,

A

Family (or Home) Shelter
Community

Public

Shelter

If fallout particles are large and heavy, they will usually fall:
close to the blast.
a long distance from .the blast.

Therefore, the amount of the fallout in a given area depends to

of the

e extent upon the wind and the *
particles.

2

,

Number 'the following blocks of material in order of their effective-

ness as a material for construction of a fallout shelter (base your
evaluation on their density):

Steel

44.

d

Lead

Concrete

Earth

If you live in a city and are close to public buildings, you will

most likely use a

shelter in the event of a nuclear

attack or a natural.diSaster requiring this type of shelter.

you live in the suburbs or in a rural-are
use

shelter.

If

-you-will most likely-

close tD the blast

8a.

*-ize

2 a.

44a.

Steel

density

Wood

comnuni Y

or public

family

home)

etc.)

1 Lead

3 Concrete

4 Earth

ci

From which kind of ground surface do you think a nuclear
would draw the most material for fallout? (Check one.
A surface of rock.

A surface of dirt

_d sand.

Because there is a difference, it is clear that the amount of
fallout from a surface blast depends upon the nature of the

27.

Lead has the most density.
flom the standpoint of cost
fallout shelter from lead.
the last frame and see what
them below.

However, it is not very practical,
or construction techniques, to build a
But return- to the list of materials in
was second best and third best. List

2nd best:
3rd best:

WHY-IS A SHELTER IRPORTANT?

45.

At this point you may be asking yourself one or more questions.
Why is a shelter important? Why should I know where the nearest
community shelter is? Why should I construct a family shelter in
my home? Will it really help? The answer to the last question is
a decided "YES!" Look at Panel 12. This panel depicts anticipated
loss of life following a nuclear attack against the United States
that might occur in 1975. Each column shows the predicted results
under different conditions. For example, the first column, labeled
"No Shelter," indicates the number of lives that would be lost in the
absence of an effective shelter program, assuming the population is
at home. In this case, CC
lives would be lost.

A surface of dirt and sand.
*ground surface at the point of blast.

27a.

45a.

2nd best.

steel

3rd best:

concrete

1O4 million lives would be lost.

10,

Circle the factors that help to determine the extent and location
of a fallout area.

28.

(Read carefully. )

(1)

Snow and rain.

(2)

Size, shape,

(3)

Speed of the bomb when it explodes.

(4)

Sunspot

(5)

Altitude of the burst.

(6)

Nature' of the ground surface at the point of burst.

(7)

Atmospheric conditions and winds:

d density of fallout particles.

activity:

Steel and concrete are often used in the construction of buildings
located in the business sections of cities, so many of these buildings

uld ould not)

46.

be effective as fallout shelters.

The third vertical column of Panel 12, labeled "Full Fallout Shelter,

assumes that 10 percent of the population would fail-to use the
shelters at all andthat others would improperly use them
entrance an

or early exit

Under these conditions, our graph

indicates that a total of (#)
but
nevertheless.

g., late

lives would be lost,

lives would be saved by the shelters,

106.

1ncwr

rain

maize, 'Shape

and density of fallout particles.

Altitude Of. the-.bur

28a.

1+6a.

(6)

Nature of theground: urface at the point .o

(7)

Atmospheric conditions and-winds.:

would:-

million (live lost)
55 million (lives saved)

burst.

of the important facts about the dangers of
Now-that we
radiation from fallout, how can we protect-ourselves-from it? Look
at Panel-10.
You can see that protection from external radiation
exposure is a combination.of three things:
and

In addition to providing effective shielding from fallout there is
another benefit which may be gained from the use of steel and concrete in building construction. For example, a shelter so constructed
tend to, be very strong structurally.
(would/would not)
Based on this information, would you say that such a shelter has or
has not the possibility of also functioning as a shelter from blast
effects, or from natural disasters such as windstorms or tornadoes?

47.

The graph could carry the projection farther to the use of blast
made our point. The use of fallout,
shelters also. But, we
shelters alone would save approximately 55 million lives in the
event of an all out nuclear attack on the populated areas, of the
That fact certainly makes it worthwhile for you to
United States.
know:where shelter is available to you. And it also certainly makes
it worthwhile for you to build your own family fallout shelter, if
you need to do that. Let's consider your own situation right now.
Do you know 'where you._would go to community shelter in
attack?
(
)
Yes
(
)
No

case. f an

Do_you.live in an area where you-should consider buildingyoUr.own
family fallout.-shelterT

(

)

Yes

(

)

No

Does your community ever experience weather_ conditions which would
heavy windstorms.or
require -the use ofd such a shelter, e.g.
(
)
No
(
)
Yes
tornadoesI-

lla.

Olstance

Any order

time
shielding).

2 a,.

.would

his

tend to be very strong structarmlly).

possibility of also functioning

s-a.shelte

effects, or from natural disasters such as

blast

windstorms

ornadoe

ETOGRAMMER'S NOTE:

Only you can check .your answers to this.

frame; however, your answers should have indicated a need for
action on your part, or they indicated that yaa are already pr
pared -in whdch case You are to be-congratulated.

You must be

the judge of whether or not you need to take further action.

12.

As shown in the illustration
here, the farther away you
are 'from a- source of radia-

tion, the less radiation you
will receive-.
This is the
protection Principle of

There are factors other than the materials of which
a building is
made that must be considered in the selection of
a building for a
shelter. How the building is
constructed; the size and number of
windows and other external openings; whether
or not the doors and
windows are inset; the type of roof construction;
and many other
factors determine the overall effectiveness of a building as a
shelter.

Do you-think the average citizen is able to selec
to be used as a fallout shelter?
)
Yes
(

-Why_or why no

BUILDING YOUR OWN FALLOUT SHELTER
48.

There a e many plans available-for building
your own family fallout
shelter,
The plans call for simple construction which you
can complete with basic carpentry or masonry skills.
The required shield
ing materials used in construction of the shelter
could cost as
little as $100 to $200. They might also be somewhat
higher than
thab, depending upon the type of construction,
the shelter plan
selected, etc. If you are in the
procees of building a house, or
are Contemplating doing so, you should consider including
the necesary construction for a shelter. As with public buildings,
process is called "
ribecause_the house is intentionally
designed So that portions of it can function
effectively as a fallout shelter.

this

.

30a.

distance,

PROGRILMMER

E:

You should have checked "No."

Unless he has made a study of the factors involved, and of
architectural design and construction methods, the average
citizen is not knowledgeable enough to select the best
addition, he may not have the time. to
fallout sh lter.
decisirin when a fallout shelter is needed.
e that kind-

THIS IS A GOOD- PLA

8a.

-1 tin g r

TO TA

A BREAK.

As shoWn in-this drawing,
youJpove away'fram:a radia
tion saerce, you will receive
less radiation than if you stay
near- it.
By doing this you
will spend les6
near the source -z'

THE NATIONAL SHELTER PROGRMA.
Recognizing that the average citizen needs
help in determining which
buildings in his area would or would
not
be
good fallout shelters,
the Federal Government has
undertaken a program designed to locate
and identify public fallout shelters
which alrea
exist in our
country.
Read Panel 11 carefully.
th respect to fallout shelters,
the National Shelter Program is
concerned primarily with the (physical
characteristic
taffing
of those shelters.

49.

If, you'deeide-to. build a permanent
shelter in the basement of an
already completed house,- you might
consider one of three

available plans.-

readily

Ceiling Modification Plan A--ThiS plan
calls for obtaining overhead
protection by screwing plywood
sheets
to the joists and
then filling the spaces-between joistssecurely
with bricks or, concrete:
blocks, you may or May not need to
add an extra beam or a screwjack column to suppcirt the weight.
You may or may not have to add
optional-walls.
Ceiling Modification Plan. B--This plan
shows you how to add extra
joists into the ceiling in part of the
added weight of the shielding. material.'basement to support the
YoU will have to add
two interior walls.
Concrete Block or Brick Shelter Plan ,C
- -Made of concrete blocks or
bricks- this shelter-is located in
a corner of your-basement and
can be used as a storage room or for
other useful purposes in nonemergency pe riods.
To order any of these plans, please order
by name from Civil Defense,.
Army Publications Center, 2800 Eastern. Blvd.
(Middle River), Baltimore,
Maryland. The .plans will be sent to you without
charge. All of these
plans are for permanent
to be
built in a home which has a

13a.

time

ily fallout shelters

14.

Look at the .sketch on the
right.
If you place a heavy
object between you and _the
Source of radiation, you are
applying.the protection-

URGE
32.

Use Panel 11. For a community
teria,:space within a building
be located and an agreement (A
of the building that it may be
order to permit people to find

fallout shelter to meet federal criwhich is suitable for shelter must
license) must be signed by the
used for public shelter. Then, in
the shelter, it must be marked with
a distinctive, sign.-. Thus,
and
shelters throughout the United States are all a part of
the National
Shelter Program.

Plans are also available without charge from the
same source for
"pre-planned" basement shelters. This type of shelter
does not
require a permanent installation.
Rather, it relies on having the
components for a quickly-constructed shelter
stored in or near the
basement ready for use,if needed. The plan- which
are available
for these types of shelters are:
Preplanned Snack Bar Shelter Plan D--This plan
shows you how to cOnstruct an attractive snack bar from concrete
blocks or bricks in
one corner of your basement.
In time of emergency, the snack
bar is quickly converted into a fallout shelter
by lowering a
strong, hinged false ceiling so that it rests on the snack
bar.
When the false ceiling is lowered into
place the hollow sections
of it can then be. filled with bricks
or concrete blocks.
The
plans also show how to keep these bricks and
blocks available in
the form of furniture or room dividers.
P eplanned Tilt-up Storage Unit Flan E--This
storage unit is hinged
to the wall at the top and the bottom; it
then swings up to rest
on a wall of concrete blocks or bricks which you have constructed
by using materials stored expressly for these
purposes.

As with the permanent shelter plan, you may obtain
these plans
without cost from *

32a.

locating
licensing
rkIn

50a.

-N-Ct 11 Defe me

Ax-my Publications Center
2800 Eastern Blvd. (Middle River
Baltimore, Maryland 21221

Protection from external
radiation.exposure is a combinatioi of

Look at Panel 11.

In order to permit responsible officials
to

have up-to-date information on:the availability
of fallout
shelters; an import _t part of the National
'Shelter Program
is that of keeil_

51,

In

addition,

data

any kinds of inrvised shelters can be
constructed

using materials normally found around
a home :or specially stored
for just
emergency. For information
concerning the con
struction of the improvised shelte

-see the cititen s handbook _on

nuclear attack and natural disaster
entitled,

n.time of E

This book is available from
your local Civil Defe

e Office, if yoL

do not already have a copy.

Information

CivilDefe

n this type of shelter

ay'be obtained from your local

Office (at high cost inexpen

ly

cost)

15a.

time

distance )
)
shielding)

5 la

at no-cost

Any orde

DETECTING RADIATION

For the reason shown in
this Sketch, special instruments are required to determine the amount of radiation
present inanarea. Fallout
radiation
an cannot)
be detected by
the human senses ;, it can be
detected by -adiation
Measuring *

I DON'T FEEL

A THING

414.1'"
1,4C V-

Another function of the National
Shelter Program is
locate-additional fallout sheiter.spaces
through the updating process. As
indicated in Panel 11, these.
new spaces must either be adequate, as
they are or have what are called
"

STOCKING THE SHELTER
52.

Within the shelter, there should be
adequate supplies of food and
water to sustain the inhabitants
for a period of at least two weeks.
Some community shelters have
been stocked with emergency supplies,
and you won't be required to take
food and water to these shelters.
However, many community shelters
may
one that isn't, you may be required not be stocked, and if you use
to bring your own supplies. If
you use a home shelter, it may be either
prestocked, or you may stock
it fromyour kitchen cupboard
shelves at the last minute before the
emergency. Whichever method
you tse, it is suggested that you have
enough food and water available to sustain
your family for (how long?

16 a..

azino

.17.

Special radiation-me

uring

must be used to detect

fallout radiation, because it car

be seen, felt or cl tected by

any of the human

There are still some areas in the United States which do no
not have
enough public fallout shelter spaces for their population.

As

have already noted, the average citizen does not know on his own

whether he has suitable fallout shelter space in his home or not.
Thetefore, Home Fallout

leiter Surveys (by states) are being done_

by_the Office --of -CivilDefen

-ys consist of three

5

f

teps

In addition to food and water
other supplies.

aS:n-essary and possible
e Panel 11

These

.

you will also need to bring along

The handbook In Time Of Emergency will provide

you with the information you need to prepare your home shelter.
For example, it tells you the a mount of water you will need for
your family and how it should be

tared er obtained from the pipes

in your house, or how to purify any suspidious materAhat may contain
.bacteria.

The basic rule for water is that you should have one quart

day for each member of your family.

For your family, how

gallons does this mean you would need ,to
to take into the shelte
you?

(#)

any

ith

-

1

instruments
sense._

35a.

1.

*c 110c t data from home occupa ts on the type of house,

materials used in construction, and depth of basement.
*Compute the protection factor of the home.

'*Advise home occupants of the falloik protection which
their homes provide, and if necessary, tell then how to
improve the radiation shielding.

Check your answer in the chart below.

18.

Fallout radiation cannot be detected
by
It can only be detected by *

Of the following items, circle those
which are major ope

a i al

elements of the National Shelter Program.

54.

(1)

Licensing shelters;

(2)

Identifying suitable shelter spaces.

(3)

Marking shelters.

(4)

Locating shelter spaces

(5)

Keeping shelter da-L,, current.

-ith improvable deficiencies.

For further information concerning shelters,
their use, construction,
how to stock them, consult the handbook
In Time Of Emergency, or
ask your Civil Defens
o rdinator or your highest elected official,
for-aciditi anal information

18a.

*the human senses.
ruments
g instruments

*radiation-measu

36a.

54a.

(1)

Licensing shelters.

2

Identifying suitable shelter space

3)

Marking shelte

(4)

Locating shelter spaces with improvable deficiencies.

(5)

Keeping shelter data current.

Take a rest bre

,

d then do the Unit 2 Test, Page 59.

PANEL 1
THE STORY OF TWO

IDS

In the largest mass air raid On England in
World War 11, 437
aircraft attacked Coventry, England.
They dropped 39 tons
of high - explosive bombs, 56 tons of incendiary
bombs, and 127
parachutebombs
The results? Three hundred and eighty persons
were killed, 800 were injured, and extensive
damage was donne.
2.

Three aircraft flew over Hiroshima; only one bomb was dropped,
a 20-kiloton atomic bomb, equivalent in explosive power to
20 thousand tons of TNT.
(This is a small bomb by today's
standards.) 'The toll? About 70,000 persons killed, about
70,000 injured, 62,000 buildings obliterated, and 4.7 square
miles of the city destroyed.

PANEL .2

MAJOR EFFECTS OF A NUCLEAR EXPLOSION

HEAT and INITIAL NUCLEAR RADIATION

...BLAST WAVE

RADIOACTIVE FALL
sults in residual nuclear radiation n

PANEL 3

THE TWO TYPES OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS AND A COMPARISON

fireball

OF THEIR EFFECTS

blast wave

R.oliM I). BURST

cock wave
*The effects of an air burst depend upon the power and altitude of
the burst. The most destructive height for a 20 KT weapon is about
2,000 feet; for a 1 MT weapon, it would be about 6,500 feet, etc.
LL
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PANEL 6
NUCLEAR EXPLOSION
(LOW AIR BURST)

FIREBALL
The explosion is initiated
by the union of
pieces of nuclear material
to produce the exploive critical mass.
The nuclear reaction creates
a fireball and produces a
fantastic amount of
heat which chars and ignites
any combustibles
within range, and initial
nuclear radiation which
HEAT AND INITIAL
can be fatal but which, because
of its limited
NUCLEAR RADIATION
range, can be dropped
from consideration (Stage 1).
STAGE 1
The fireball rapidly expands
pushing the air in
front of it, creating
a powerful blast

wave that levels everything
near the
center of the explosion.

This blast

Blast -a e

wave hitsthe ground and. sets off
a

1

powerful groundr.shock that is much

Shock wave

like_an earthquake (Stage 2).

PROGRESS OF BLAST AND SHOCK WAVES
STAGE 2

STEM
OF
CLOUD
AVTER

NDS

FORMATION OF STEM
OF ,MUSHROOM CLOUD

Following the initial
exp osiorr, the fireball

ries rapidly, producit

strong "after winds"

blowing inward and upward (Stage
3) which are
similar to the updraft in
a chimney. These winds,
and the dirt aC debris
they pick up, form, the
stem of the
mushroom.cloud that i.s developed in

PANEL 6 (Continued)

Condensation
of Vaporized
Particles

As the fireball rises, there is condensation

of the vaporized particles from the
nuclear
weapon on the dirt and debris, to form a
cloud of small

solid, and highly radioac-

tive particles (Stage 4).

This cloud is

dispersed by the winds at high altitudes.

The particles then settle to earth as
radioactive fallout (Stage 5).
HRO

TEM

PULL DEVELOPMENT
OF MUSHROOM CLOUD
FALLOUT
STAGE 5

STAGE 14

PANEL 7
IOACTIVI1Y

RADIATION - CONTAMINATION

Radioactivity
The essential
difference between
atoms of different
the number of
protons in the nucleus.
elements lies in
contains only 1
A hydrogen atom, for
example,
has 92 protons. proton; aLlelium atom has 2
protons; and a uranium
Although all the
atom
nuclei of a given
same number of
protons, they may have
element contain the
The resulting atomic
different numbers of
species, which have
neutrons.
which differ in their
identical atomic
masses, are called
numbers but
element.
"isotopes" of the
particular
Radioactivity is the
process whereby isotopes
taneously emit
of certain
particles and/or
rays from the nuclei of elements sponSome elements
are naturally
their atoms.
radioactive, whereas
artificially radioactive
others
by bombarding the
can be made
radiation from a nuclear
nuclei.
Significant initial
explosion includes
Significant later
gamma radiation and
radiation (fallout)
neutrons.
ticles. Beta particles
includes gamma rays
and
beta
are
high-speed
parsimilar to X-rays
electrons, and gamma rays
although usually
are
more penetrating
than X-rays.
Natural
radioactivity is,
characterized by the
of atomic
nuclei to decay
ability of certain types
gamma
spontaneously, giving off
radiations, or combinations
alpha, beta, orof these.
In a nuclear
explosion
Irious isotopes of
can be created.
many normally stable
Although most are
elements
gamma radiation;
radioactive, they produce
none produce alpha.
beta and

EmalelzailEidEl
When large amounts of
radiation are absorbed
of time,
by the
sickness and death
may result. In general, body in short periods
radiation exposure stay
the effects of
with people and
Few people get sick
accumulate over a period
who have been exposed
of time.
Exposure to more
to 100 Roentgens
than 300
or
less.
Roentgens over a period
cause sickness and may
of a few days will
cause
death. And death
almost everyone who
is
expected
receives an exposure
to ensue for
of a few days.
of 600
The effects of similar
Roentgens'over a period
Or years are still
exposures over. a period of
months
dose of radiation under study, though in general,
even a fairly large
absorbed over months
when absorbed over a few
or years is not as dangerous
days. In the
as
repair much of the
former
the body is able. to
cell damage as it
Occurs.

PANEL 7 (Continued)

Contamination
Contamination is the deposit of radioactive material on the surfaces
of structures, area, objects, or people following
a nuclear explosion.
Contamination could be caused by fallout material settling
on persons
outdoors while fallout was descending. It could also be caused
by
persons getting fallout material on themselves if they entered
a very
dusty area after fallout was down.
Decontamination is the reduction or removal of contaminating radioactive
fallout from a structure, area, object, or person.

1 weel. to 2 weeks shelter occupancy
followed by decontamination in exceptional areas

days to 1 wreeflk shelFer occupancy

Up to 2 days shelter occupancy

I
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A SPRING DAY

.f MILITARY 'INDUSTRIAL AND.POPULATIONi

Na shelter required under this wind
condition
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shelter occupancy
followed by decontamination in exceptional areas

wl eek uwo 2 weeks

2 days to I week shelter occupancy

Up to 2 days shelter occupancy,

No shelter required under this
aondit

SURVIVAL ACTIONS
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